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Combo meta chess rush season 2

youtu.be/EWbkc7... First I've discussed some meta-compost chess rush season in the last post, this time I'll discuss some heroes who are meta again in the season 6. It just seems not long to check the review below. Cekatas!!! Screenshot 2020704 Scroll Hunter and 222545Hero season from Undead is included in the meta hero list 6 because this hero is easy to get into the initial game. Also, in season 6,
Predator Kombo is an option and very popular and often used. Often used by this hero because there is definitely a war. This hero has an inactive skill to add to the loss of common attack every time he attacks an enemy 3 times based on the ENEMY HP. This hero is very appropriate in addition to The Kumbo Hunter (of course) so that his passive skills can appear more frequently and the enemy's HP can
easily shrink. Because this hero includes the damage hero, this hero is the object that he got: the important Greatsvoord: the loss involved. The shocked dagger: The speed of the attack on the rise. This 20200704 222530Hero screenshot from Predator and Acanbourne combos also includes this season's meta hero. This Aiyanbourne hero emerges more because the cost is low, and as a result it gets
easier and more automatic to take the hero easily. In addition to the low price from this hero, I have the skills which is insinaras up to 4 enemies and effective to win every away match. This hero is effective when working with predator yambos to increase the speed of attack so that his skills can quickly release his skills. The need for the Cangkok objects is where I spem my skills, therefore there are suitable
items for this hero: spallabani staff: improving the mann regen when attacking more than one enemy. Forbidden Tome: Increase din regen when killed by enemy attacks. Screenshot 20200704 222421Next and human kombo is one of the next heroes of this season's meta. The hero who was meta season 5 has total catch skills that effectively close to what enemy pillars have. This hero is also often found
because the cost is also low in crystal 2 and becomes a target during the initial game. It is important to be more effective in working with hero music or human compos. But if I think this hero is more frequent lying together with human compos to continue his catch skills. These hero objects are the objects where I need to spem my skills, therefore suitable for this hero: the spallabani staff: improving the
mann regen when attacking more than one enemy. Forbidden Tome: Increase din regen when killed by enemy attacks. Screenshot 20200704 Bhathana and 222507Hero from Yadka Cambo is also one of the heroes which includes this season's meta. It is the skill to increase the speed of attack on the hero when it is completed and causes 150% physical damage to their normal attack. This hero is also one
of the late game heroes that should be afraid of him because the damage is already sick even though it is only level 2. This hero is highly recommended to use the combos And behave so that the hero's defense and attack is balanced, because this hero is a take-a-hero who must be present to play Yadkaka. Because this hero includes the damage hero, there are items from this hero: important
Greatsvoord: loss involved. The shocked dagger: The speed of the attack on the rise. Screenshot 20200704 222653Next there are heroes from predators and evil spirit sambos who are also meta this season. This hero gets buffed in tomorrow's game update and is leathered is very important, especially at the cost of his more ailing damage skills and crystal swhere it gets more expensive. So, who has the
skills of fire bullets in a row of hero riots, should be feared during late games even though it is only level 2, this hero can already take in the army. This hero is added to the hunter because, by when the hunter is suitable to play combos, because it is also effective when combined with devil combos, but the devil scroll is currently less meta and can easily be defeated by other combo combos. For items, this
hero needs items where regen continues to continue his skills, such as: Spallabani Staff: Improving the mind regen when attacking more than one enemy. Forbidden Tome: Increase din regen when killed by enemy attacks. Screenshot 2020704 222744The was a hunter and a hero from Ayayanbourne who belonged to the legendary category, Aarahka. This legendary hero can be asked to be the new meta
this season, because I feel a little bit more difficult with this hero than before he is very delicate and often has a little difficulty before issing the skills. This hero is often used during late games because of his catch skills which is very effective in reaching enemies to the back lane (the area is wider than The G). It is suitable for hero-all the combos because this hero can be used as support. So you don't
always need to use predators or ayanbourne combos because players are targeted more and more in this hero because of their skills mostly just. Because this hero is legendary and appears only during late games, the automatic defense of this hero still has enough cupu and delicate high level sin when dealing with hero. Therefore, this hero must be installed atemspalling staff: improve the mann when
attacking enemies. Forbidden Tome: Increase din regen when killed by enemy attacks. Defensive Coach: The increased coach (he's still level 1 so use this item) is well that meta chess rush has a little glimpses from me about the season 6 hero right now. Hopefully useful. If anything is missing, please add and thank you for reading:D #budayakanembaca Chess Rush Sanerges has many scroll heroes who
can also go to win the fight. 6 in season, as many updates made by Ttic Sal, as the developer of Chess Rush. This patch is in terms of updates, features, new hero or old hero balance, nef or leather hero, and also in terms of user interface or appearance in game chess rush. No, for those of you who want to know About what good hero is used in the combos (meta) season 6. At this time technoding will
summarize more clearly for you. Check out the list below: Latest Chess Rush Season 6. The first 4 Gubalancombo Goblyancombo Hero Combo is Scroll 4 Bhatan. This hero is the strongest and deadest in the Kombo season 6. Because as we know, this hero is very suitable for combo sanergies with other hero combos. Especially in late games, where all the attacks are very fast. 4 The impact of the Bhatna
Kumbu compatibility skills will increase the speed of attack by 35, and for all the bhana hero additional 35.2. Scroll 4 Yundakomba Yundakomba is the second hero scroll 4 undead. This hero scroll is absolutely sanergies, with sour combos and predatory combos. Compatibility 4 will reduce the impact of undead skills, coach by 70% on all enemies. It is perfect for scroll counter, full syburgo or combo wara
and combo. Scroll HunterCombo HunterCombo 3/6 is the third hero Combo 3/6 Hunter. As I said, it is very appropriate to be sanergies with the kumbu undead combos and the snare scorn edu. Also, the hero, if he has reached 3 stars, the damage is very ill, besides the devil hero is consistent with the scroll. The effect of The Kombo Hunter Compatibility Skills will increase the speed of attack by 100% for 3
seconds, 60 for 6 predators with a 20% chance for 3 predators. ALSO READ: Chess Rush Mobile 6+ ranking ranking setting in Android4 game. Scroll 6 is the fourth hero scroll by the Gofi Scroll after 6 cyburgo or full syburgo. Scroll hero will feel the effect if by 6. Because you can see, the effects of compatibility of skill effects scroll 6, will increase the coach, by 75 for all the syburgo heroes and together the
late game felt less than hp regen 160.So in effect, if we only use as after 4 or 2. As long as you use epic heroes like Dr. Moli, or Joi for The New- As-A-Go. Scroll 4 ElfCombo ElfCombo is the fifth hero. Scroll hero with undeed scroll and combo hunter, is very suitable for being sanergies. Compatibility skills effect, which is likely to avoid enemy hero attacks 25% to 4-Aq hero. This hero kombo can also be
used to combat the Kombo Hero Haatars. Still an initial ? Tired of losing all the time? Here are 13+ tips to play chess rush for Beginners (2020). Read a list of chess rosats in another interesting article used in season 6 of the combos chess rush. Hope I can help you. Chess Rush is an auto war game created by what becomes one of the most popular auto war games. The game also provides many features
such as changing boards, changing carcars, customizing boards (such as benches, watermark, etc.), configuration and setting others. If you are tired of this game then this game can be tried as an alternative. Chess Rush also features dozens of heroes and combos Can be used in the match. Surely, all heroes and combos have their own benefits. Every influence for every kombo hero that belongs to this
kombo class. Since it is an online game, every turn of the season must always be a change in its meta along with it. If in the previous post we discussed about the hero who re-meta 5 in the season, at this time we will discuss some of the compost that are meta and you have to use in season 5. What the hell is that? Let's take a look at the review below: Meta in Season 5 is dominated by the human kumbo.
The hero who belongs to the human class is the cool lotus, the lalout, general of war, flamcaller, the Tempolaar Knight, and the Logonbnagar-Kombo is one of the most used combos, especially for the class diamonds and masters. Why is this a kumbo meta? Because it gives the effect of re-arranging human hero skills using the kombo skills. If this kumbo has reached 6 human then this kumbo will be very
effective, and will be very comfortable and calm to use in mid-game until late games. The heroes who are often used to get this 6 human scroll are the cool lotus, the ark's inlet, general of war, flame collar, and the logonbair. With these six-day collection of hi-roses, your soldiers will get stable attack and defensive power. The general of war, the June of The Ark, and The Lalout war will be the front line with
catch skills, which will engage the soldiers, and bring the launout to life with its absorption skills. While relaxing as an attacker and supported by a magician scroll will be hit the enemy very easily at the same time. Next there is also animal kombo which meta last season. In current season 5, the Kombo 4 animal has changed its impact. The effect is that every hero who is the common man of his pet/army will
include all the soldiers damage. In other words, more and more pets are damaged, all soldiers are getting older too. That animal scroll is now the meta scroll for the season 5. Heroes who are often used to turn 4 animals are scroll snow eating, bangar, marshallourd, and night allo. Ice-khang and bangar front row tank, while the marshals and night will be allo-hators and squads will be involved in the damage
to their pets. The Summers season 5 is one of the new combos released in line with the opening total. This gives the kumbo the effect of including a pet, thus pets become a mout named HP. This is also due to its impact. However, if you only use this kumbo then this kumbo will be very difficult to survive. This combo animal must be more effective in combining with combo, because no hero in this scroll has
much damage as a hotthing, so it is necessary to combo the beast as a loss-enhancer This kumbo is also often used at the beginning of the game to make pets as tanks so can't get a hetty hero. The usual heroes in this scroll are Aark, Orbloom, Marshallord, Nagonool, and Dr. Mouli. Next is a puneshar which was meta last season too, now it has become meta again in season 5 due to its improved effect.
This Kombo effect gives The Poonasher Hero the opportunity to attack in a row at 3 times which makes it interesting to use this kumbo because it is considered to be quick to kill the anti-soldiers. The most taking hero of this kobo is The Nittingal who has passive skills to reduce the enemy's input so that the enemy does not have the opportunity to lift his skills. Besides Nitingal, the heroes who often choose
to reach 4 punes are The Localut, The Lusifer, and The Longitudinal Salutation. The last one is the magician who is still still meta, although now it's a little hard to make the kombo. This is the effect of adding to the loss skills of the Kombo Magician Hero. Because the most sorcerer is the hero-type skill so it becomes one of the kumbo combos that are widely used in platinam degrees and above. The
heroes often used in this kobo are Miss Spersonk, The Cool Lotus, Flamacaller, False: Destruction, Sanzhang, and Logonbnagar. With miss supersonic skills that pillars the enemy and Sanzang's skills which reduces the enemy's manna, the other four heroes will easily clean up the enemy. Of course, it must be with the Kimbo Tank Hero Hero whether it is from yadka or human compos such as general war
and other. Because this scroll is only focused on damage but lack defense. Bulky, must be with a good level with all the combos above. If the surface is flat * 2 or *3 it will be more than power. On the contrary, if it should still not be forced to use low level sambos. Sometimes a high level hero is better than doing the combos turn because. So the use of the level of the compos and hero must be balanced.
Thus argue at this time. If less, please:D Add comments. If the mistake is and thank you for reading then we are sorry. #budayakanmembacaandroidAuto Baatalinos Sports Indonisiachisis Roshág-Lastaustincant Next Post Post
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